SELSEY CAMERA CLUB
A GUIDE TO LEAGUE COMPETITIONS
THE IDEA:
The idea of having two leagues is it gives ALL members a much fairer
chance to succeed in competitions.
HOW?
There will be two leagues:
1) ‘Advanced’ and….
2) ‘Intermediate’
Therefore, each individual member will compete in a league that is best
suited for them; this will give them a good chance to be in the top three
You will enter a print competition AND a PDI competition in each round
(i.e.2 Prints and 2 PDIs in each round)
WHICH TO ENTER?
Current Members: Initially, current members will be put in the
appropriate league judging by their performance in past competitions
New Members: Committee members, through chat and evidence of work,
will assess new members and will discuss and decide which league is best
for them
ARE THERE THEMES?
NO…All league competitions are OPEN (any Genre)
Both leagues will have a PDI competition and a PRINT competition
You can enter both Colour and Mono in each Round
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HOW MANY ROUNDS ARE THERE? :

There are FOUR rounds, with the scores added up after each
round….
This makes for an exciting season, as positions in league tables often
change. The winners will be those members who have accumulated the
most marks at the end of the season. There will be two winners in each of
the leagues; one for PDI and one for For Prints
So, at the end of the season FOUR trophies will be awarded –

1. Winner of PDI League (Advanced)

[Turner Peninsular Trophy]

2. Winner of Print League (Advanced)

[Selsey CC Trophy]

3. Winner of PDI League (Intermediate)

[Barbers Trophy]

4. Winner of Print League (Intermediate)

[Eileen SavilleTrophy]

EXAMPLE:
o An example of a league table, after just 3 rounds, is shown on
attached page with email. Because it is filled in for 3 out of the 4
rounds then the Column for round 4 is currently blank
o As you can see, it is very close for top 3 and this could all change in
the final round; always some suspense with a league, which adds to
the excitement – Will Mickey Mouse hold on, or will Donald Duck
come up trumps in the last round?
o Dates entered are hypothetical, not dates we are actually using;
these will be published in the season’s programme
Please contact me if you have any questions…
Pony Moore LRPS
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SAMPLE LEAGUE TABLE
Intermediate PDI sample
Round1 2nd Nov Sc Round2 5th Jan Sc Round3 8th March Sc Round4 8th June SC TOTAL

AUTHOR
Mickey Mouse

Donald Duck

Goofy

Boy

10

Girl

7

Eurofighter

10

Sunset

8

Airport

8

Jet Ski

10

Jumping

8

Run

6

Rough sea

Swim

10

Cyclist

7

Fisherman

10

Gymnast

6

Spinnaker

10

Bluebells

10

Train

10

High Jump

6

Kayaking

8

10

There will be THREE other tables in the same format
Being:
One for Intermediate PRINTS
One for Advanced PDI
One for Advanced PRINTS
That is a total of FOUR League competitions which will be held on the same night’s with FOUR
rounds total in the season
Before break – Advanced PDIs and Advanced Prints
After break – Intermediate PDIs and Intermediate Prints
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53

51

50

